Product

PMP 4080

PMP-4080 is a tool frame for interchangeable crimp
dies for modular plug connectors, PMP-4080 dies. The
user can cover several modular connectors in just one
tool frame.
High strength, through hardened alloy steel
construction
Full cycle crimp mechanism to ensure consistent,
reliable crimp
Ratchet release mechanism to clear miscrimps and
obstructions
Precision eccentric adjustment for consistent
performance and ability to calibrate
Each tool has a unique serial number for
traceability.
The part number is a reference to the frame without dies.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Length: 200 mm/7.87"
Width: 26 mm/1.02"
Height: 164 mm/6.46"
Weight: 430 gr/6.46 lb
Description: Tool frame for PMP4080 die sets, modular plug
Life span, cycles: 50,000

PMP4080/D-RJ 11
PMP-4080 Die set for modular plug connectors 6/6, 6/4,
6/2. This is one of the interchangeable crimp die sets for
the PMP-4080 frame. The user can cover several
modular plug connectors in just one tool frame.
High strength, through hardened alloy steel
construction
Full cycle crimp mechanism to ensure consistent,
reliable crimp
Ratchet release mechanism to clear miscrimps and
obstructions
Precision eccentric adjustment for consistent
performance and ability to calibrate
Each tool has a unique serial number for traceability
The part number is a reference to the die set without
frame.
Following dies are also available:
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Die profile

TECHNICAL DATA
Length: 22 mm/0.87"
Width: 30 mm/1.18"
Height: 33 mm/1.3"
Weight: 75 gr/0.17 lb
Crimp dimensions mm/mm2:
D-RJ 11
Crimp dimensions inch/AWG:
D-RJ 11
Connector: Modular plug
Description: 6/6, 6/4, 6/2
Life span, cycles: 50,000

PMP4080/D-RJ 22
PMP-4080 Die set for modular plug connectors 4/4, 4/2.
This is one of the interchangeable crimp die sets for the
PMP-4080 frame. The user can cover several modular
plug connectors in just one tool frame.
High strength, through hardened alloy steel
construction
Full cycle crimp mechanism to ensure consistent,
reliable crimp
Ratchet release mechanism to clear miscrimps and
obstructions
Precision eccentric adjustment for consistent
performance and ability to calibrate
Each tool has a unique serial number for traceability
The part number is a reference to the die set without
frame.
Following dies are also available:
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Die profile

TECHNICAL DATA
Length: 22 mm/0.87"
Width: 30 mm/1.18"
Height: 33 mm/1.3"
Weight: 75 gr/0.17 lb
Crimp dimensions mm/mm2:
D-RJ 22
Crimp dimensions inch/AWG:
D-RJ 22
Connector: Modular plug
Description: 4/4, 4/2
Life span, cycles: 50,000

PMP4080/D-RJ 45
PMP-4080 Die set for modular plug connectors 8/8, 8/6,
8/4. This is one of the interchangeable crimp die sets for
the PMP-4080 frame. The user can cover several
modular plug connectors in just one tool frame.
High strength, through hardened alloy steel
construction
Full cycle crimp mechanism to ensure consistent,
reliable crimp
Ratchet release mechanism to clear miscrimps and
obstructions
Precision eccentric adjustment for consistent
performance and ability to calibrate
Each tool has a unique serial number for traceability
The part number is a reference to the die set without
frame.
Following dies are also available:
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Die profile

TECHNICAL DATA
Length: 22 mm/0.87"
Width: 30 mm/1.18"
Height: 33 mm/1.3"
Weight: 75 gr/0.17 lb
Crimp dimensions mm/mm2:
D-RJ 45
Crimp dimensions inch/AWG:
D-RJ 45
Connector: Modular plug
Description: 8/8, 8/6, 8/4
Life span, cycles: 50,000

PMP4080/D-RJ 45-U
PMP-4080 Die set for modular plug connectors 8/8, 8/6,
8/4 (UNKEYED). This is one of the interchangeable
crimp die sets for the PMP-4080 frame. The user can
cover several modular plug connectors in just one tool
frame.
High strength, through hardened alloy steel
construction
Full cycle crimp mechanism to ensure consistent,
reliable crimp
Ratchet release mechanism to clear miscrimps and
obstructions
Precision eccentric adjustment for consistent
performance and ability to calibrate
Each tool has a unique serial number for traceability
The part number is a reference to the die set without
frame.
Following dies are also available:
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Die profile

TECHNICAL DATA
Length: 22 mm/0.87"
Width: 30 mm/1.18"
Height: 33 mm/1.3"
Weight: 75 gr/0.17 lb
Crimp dimensions mm/mm2:
D-RJ 45-U
Crimp dimensions inch/AWG:
D-RJ 45-U
Connector: Modular plug
Description: 8/8, 8/6, 8/4
(UNKEYED)
Life span, cycles: 50,000

PMP4080/D-10 POS
PMP-4080 Die set for modular plug connectors, 10
positions. This is one of the interchangeable crimp die
sets for the PMP-4080 frame. The user can cover
several modular plug connectors in just one tool frame.
High strength, through hardened alloy steel
construction
Full cycle crimp mechanism to ensure consistent,
reliable crimp
Ratchet release mechanism to clear miscrimps and
obstructions
Precision eccentric adjustment for consistent
performance and ability to calibrate
Each tool has a unique serial number for traceability
The part number is a reference to the die set without
frame.
Following dies are also available:
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Die profile

TECHNICAL DATA
Length: 22 mm/0.87"
Width: 30 mm/1.18"
Height: 33 mm/1.3"
Weight: 75 gr/0.17 lb
Crimp dimensions mm/mm2:
D-10 POS
Crimp dimensions inch/AWG:
D-10 POS
Connector: Modular plug
Description: 10 positions
Life span, cycles: 50,000

PMP4080/D-MMJ
PMP-4080 Die set for modular plug connectors, DEC
MMJ, with offcenter locking tab. This is one of the
interchangeable crimp die sets for the PMP-4080 frame.
The user can cover several modular plug connectors in
just one tool frame.
High strength, through hardened alloy steel
construction
Full cycle crimp mechanism to ensure consistent,
reliable crimp
Ratchet release mechanism to clear miscrimps and
obstructions
Precision eccentric adjustment for consistent
performance and ability to calibrate
Each tool has a unique serial number for traceability
The part number is a reference to the die set without
frame.
Following dies are also available:
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Die profile

TECHNICAL DATA
Length: 22 mm/0.87"
Width: 30 mm/1.18"
Height: 33 mm/1.3"
Weight: 75 gr/0.17 lb
Crimp dimensions mm/mm2:
D-MMJ
Crimp dimensions inch/AWG:
D-MMJ
Connector: Modular plug
Description: DEC MMJ with
offcenter locking tab.
Life span, cycles: 50,000

